INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
2 CLASSES

Ancient civilisations and Philosophy
• The word “philosophy” was coined by Pythagoras (572-500 BC) – etymologically means love
of wisdom, a philosopher is a lover of wisdom, the wise man.

• Some of the elementary truths dealt with in philosophy were known before philosophy
started, they came from 2 sources – common sense and primitive tradition.
• Common sense: is the body of common beliefs held by the different branches of the human
race – universal belief in God and the human soul. These are philosophical concepts, but they
were handed on from one generation to the next as religious tradition or beliefs, without
being speculated on.
• In Greek civilisation we have the birth of philosophy as an independent scientific discipline
separate from religion, around 600 BC.
• First philosopher Thales of Miletus (624-546 BC) – he looked with human reason alone for the
principles and causes of things.
• Other pre-Socratic philosophers looked at change and motion – Heraclitus (in his prime 500
BC) and Parmenides (b 540 BC) were the most profound thinkers.
• Socrates (469-399 BC) – raised philosophy from exclusive occupation with the physical
universe to the study of human nature and human activities. He is the founder of Ethics.
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Golden age of Classical
Philosophy
• Plato (427-347BC): as things in this world
participate in goodness, unity, harmony – these
perfections “ideas” must exist in their entirety
in another world. That world of ideas is the real
world.
• Aristotle (384-322BC) is a realist – he starts
from reality as perceived by the senses rather
than Plato’s ideas. Nothing is in the intellect,
which has not been first in the senses. There is
a continuity between sense knowledge and
intellectual knowledge: from individual things
we can reach intellectual knowledge of the
essences. However, these ideas do not exist in
a separate world but in our mind which
abstracts the essence from the individual thing.
Before Aristotle, philosophy can be regarded as
in an embryonic stage, from Aristotle on it was
capable of indefinite development.
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Philosophy in the Christian Era: Faith and Reason
• Christianity is a revealed religion, it is not a philosophy.
• Christians used Greek philosophy – initially Plato and later Aristotle - to go deeper into revealed
truth. This does not make Christian philosophy a discipline that is the exclusive preserve of
Christians. In the same way Greek philosophy is not only for Greeks. The adjective Christian refers
to the origin of the philosophy of this era not to its method. Philosophy done in the Christian era
was true philosophy i.e. it relies on strictly rational arguments (takes us to the truth using reason
alone).
• St Augustine (354-430AD)
• He used Platonic philosophy and purified it – rejecting the world of ideas he reached God as the
all-perfect being.
• St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274)
• He achieves a unique and original synthesis of faith and reason – a philosophy and theology in
perfect harmony. He draws on earlier philosophers – particularly Aristotle (whom he calls the
Philosopher) – teasing out of their works the elements of truth. Like Aristotle, St Thomas was a
realist. Each real thing is a being, the Act of Being is central to his philosophy. He reaches God as
Ipsum Esse Subsistens (subsistent being itself). 5 paths to demonstrate existence of God

Rationalist Philosophy and its
crisis
• Rationalist philosophy started with
Descartes (1596-1650). It is called
rationalist because reason is the
sovereign science. It denies God the right
to make known by revelation truths
which exceed the natural scope of
reason.
• His “I think, therefore I am” was a
revolution in philosophy. He was a
mathematician looking for certainty.
Rather than getting his facts from reality/
being, he settled for a subjective certainty
starting from his own thought. I think
therefore I am. I can deduce my being
from the fact that I am thinking. Only
thought and reason is real.

Modern Experimental Science and Philosophy: Positivism, NeoPositivism and Scientism

• Still very affected by Rationalism.

20th century
philosophies –
Phenomenology,
Existentialism,
Analytical
philosophy

• Phenomenology – Husserl (1859 – 1938) effort to
return to concrete things themselves. Key concept is
intentionality = form of existence in consciousness
whereby objects in mind point to reality outside
themselves and thinking subject.
• Existentialism – Kierkegaard (1813-1855) forerunner,
Sartre (1905-1980) As opposed to the collectivism of
Marxism and the importance of material things in
scientism – he concentrated on man, the individual,
existence, subjectivity, freedom. With Sartre (Munch)
negative turn – singular individual immersed in time is
finite and heading for death.
• Analytical philosophy – type of positivism. Linguistic
analysis – very mathematical. Analysis of each word
and its significance. Main proponent Wittgenstein
(1889-1951). Analyse language in order to know
reality.
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Other current Philosophies
Historicism states that what is true in one historical period is not necessarily true in another. Sort of
relativism.
Pragmatism is an attitude of the mind in which choices are made without reference to ethical
principles. Decisions may depend on what the majority of people vote for – unchanging values don’t
get a look in.
Historicism, pragmatism and scientism lead to nihilism – rejection of being. It is the negation of all
objective truth and denial of the identity of the human being. Human dignity and the image of God
in each human being are no longer recognised.
Postmodernism – not one clear cut current of thought but several. According to some of these
currents “the time of certainties is irrevocably past, and the human being must now learn to live in a
horizon of the total absence of meaning, where everything is provisional and ephemeral.” (FR 91).

The nature of Philosophy
• Scope of study: When using the term philosophy we refer to the search for a profound
knowledge about reality, profound because it goes beyond spontaneous (ordinary)
knowledge and the knowledge attained in the arts and sciences. Questions like “Who am I?
Why is there evil in the world ? What is my destiny? Is there an after life?
• The philosophical approach – is that of wonder at reality
• Philosophy and ordinary knowledge (pre-scientific worldview or world outlook)– some of the
most elementary truths with which philosophy deals with come from that wholly
spontaneous and instinctive exercise of reason which we call common sense.
• This is what we are referring to as ordinary knowledge, differing from philosophy which is a
deeper scientific study of reality.
• Definition: “Philosophy is the knowledge of all things through their ultimate causes, acquired
through the use of reason”
• Object: Being. The study of the whole of reality

The purpose and meaning of Philosophy in human life and
culture: speculative and practical aspects
• Aristotle begins his Metaphysics saying “All men by nature desire to know”
(Metaph., A 980 a.1). Philosophy is a natural human activity – to get to the bottom of
things (ultimate causes). “Men and women have at their disposal an array of
resources for generating greater knowledge of truth so that their lives may be ever
more human. Among these is philosophy, which is directly concerned with asking
the question of life’s meaning and sketching an answer to it” FR 3
• Everyone has a philosophy (principles), even anarchists who say they have no
principles. If coherent, these direct the person’s life.

• Speculative aspects – philosophy first and foremost gives us knowledge of truth for
its own sake – it a speculative discipline. This knowledge of reality affects the way I
think and act (ideology), e.g. truth: all men are equal – no discrimination.
Historically, philosophical changes have taken time to influence the way the man in
the street thinks.

Usefulness and purpose for studying Philosophy
• Knowing the deepest reasons for things – I can judge correctly in theoretical and moral
fields. Get our priorities right – there is a truth.
• If we have not thought over what is really important, our life can be determined by what
everyone else does or thinks.
• Can be swayed by sentimentality rather than reasons – e.g. poor old man in pain – surely he
should be allowed to die with dignity.
• With deep and ordered philosophical ideas, one reaches a correct & well-founded outlook on
life/reality, and can defend oneself against ideologies that deform knowledge. In addition,
one can identify what is correct and what is erroneous in predominant scientific, cultural and
social theories.
• Just as in Socrates’ time there were philosophers called sophists who claimed to have much
knowledge but refused to recognise that there was a truth, today relativism is prevalent.
Anything goes. My truth is as good as your truth – it depends on
culture/background/historical factors. Some people think that defence of truth irrespective of
culture/background/historical factors goes against tolerance.

PHILOSOPHY AND THE SCIENCES

Philosophy and
the sciences
• Have a different focus and degree of
abstraction.
• Different focus due to different objects –
table below looks at material and formal
object:
• E.g., philosophical questions – What are the
first principles of all beings? What is causality?
Particular scientific questions – What are the
properties of copper? How does the human
nervous system work?
• Object of medicine – the health (formal
object) of human beings (material object).

Formal object

Material
object

Philosophy

First principles
and ultimate
causes

All reality

Special
sciences

Proximate
causes

Aspects of
reality

Philosophy and the Sciences
• Characteristic of sciences – knowledge obtained by way of demonstration, starting from certain
principles – this is as true of philosophy which starts from logical premises to deduce the licitude or
otherwise of a judgment.
•

Being the first and most eminent science, philosophy has the role of judging and guiding the other
sciences. It does this by judging the first principles of all human knowledge, by determining the proper
object of every science and classifying sciences according to a hierarchy taking into account their nature.
This does not affect the autonomy of the sciences because philosophy does not interfere with them in
their own respective fields of study; its guiding role is exercised from a higher level. (E.g. the football
referee only intervenes when rules of game are broken).

• The primary source of data for philosophy is experience, the data given us by the senses, e.g. motion.
Philosophy can and does use conclusions from the particular sciences but she is not tied by them.
• Particular sciences study reality using their own methods and perspectives, which are not philosophical.
However, they are founded on philosophy because they depend on certain notions about the reality they
study and it is philosophy’s task to study (provide) these basic notions. In other words the special
sciences make assumptions about the beings they study, e.g. physics assumes causality, quantity, and
notions of space and time.

• Erroneous metaphysical foundations can be used to build particular sciences e.g. mechanism (all reality
perceived as a mechanical machine) has been used as the foundation of mechanistic physics,
behaviourism (everything in man can be reduced to material elements – conscience, spirit and freedom
not taken into account because cannot be tested experimentally).

Philosophy, Christian Faith and Theology
• While Philosophy leads us to the highest truths we can know
with reason, Theology with the light of faith can reach
further. They do not contradict one another – faith is above
reason but not irrational (contra rationem). There are truths,
which come under the scope of both.
• Faith is built upon reason (reason needs to be present, for
faith to be infused, a cat cannot believe).
• Faith heals reason – it enlightens reason, which was left
obscured by sin, it makes reaching highest natural truths
easier.
• Faith raises up reason – can reach further.
• As the light provided by faith is superior to that provided by
reason – theology, which is the science of faith directs or
guides philosophy (the highest human science). This
directive (guiding) role of faith in philosophy is analogous to
the guiding role of philosophy vis a vis the particular
sciences
• Philosophy and theology have different starting points: the
premises of the former are truths obtained by observing and
thinking about the reality perceived by our senses, while
theology’s premises are revealed by God.
• Philosophy and theology use different “instruments”:
reason alone and reason illumined by faith.

• There is one truth – not one philosophical truth and another
theological truth. Mutual influence is beneficial – theology
prevents some philosophical errors. Revelation enables
philosophy to reach truths it would have difficulty doing so
without faith, philosophy is used to delve into the faith
using reason and producing theology.

Philosophy,
Christian
Faith and
Theology

• In C17 Descartes philosophy – immanentism – starting from
human doubt did in effect separate philosophy from
theology.
• From Cartesian philosophy, rationalism developed –
philosophy is the absolutely sovereign science with no
superior. Brings with it:

a) refusal to recognise theology’s superiority and its function
as guide of philosophy;
b) denies God the right to make known by revelation truths
which exceed the capacity of reason alone;
c) denial of theology’s right to be a science – closely related
to b). Science is certain knowledge through causes – to be
categorised as such theology needs to be based on truths
that are certain, upon which reason can work to form a
structured body of knowledge.

• Historically, Fathers of the Church used
philosophy for apostolic/apologetic purpose.
• The Church has always been keen to
educate – started Universities / schools.
Learning open to truth leads to God.
• The Church has no philosophy of her own
nor does she canonize any one philosophy
in preference to others.

Philosophy and
the Church

• Throughout history the Magisterium has
had to intervene regarding philosophical
teachings. E.g. Synod of Constantinople (DS
403) – theories in favour of pre-existence of
the soul; idolatry and superstition in
astrological speculations

• Since middle of C19 more pronouncements
– because of separation of faith and reason–
great vigilance needed. Censures against
Fideism and radical traditionalism on the
one hand – distrust of reason’s capacities
and Rationalism on the other – attributing to
reason a knowledge only faith could confer
• If philosophy is not open to reality/truth it
cannot be used to serve the faith.

Authority of St Thomas Aquinas in the
teaching of Philosophy and Theology
• The Church’s recommendation to use the doctrine of St Thomas in the
teaching of philosophy and theology is clear in Aeterni Patris (1879 Pope
Leo XIII) and in prior and subsequent documents of the Magisterium.
• E.g. 1879 - VATICAN I

• St Pius X Motu Propio Doctoris Angelici 29-06-1914; CIC of 1917; Pius XI
Studiorem Ducem 29-06-1923; Pius XII Humani Generis 12-08-1950; John
XXIII Singulari Sane 16-09-1960
• VATICAN II:
• Optatam Totius: Decree on Priestly formation deals in nos. 15 and 16 with
the philosophical studies of candidates to the priesthood. “The
philosophical disciplines should be taught in such a way that students
acquire in the first place a solid and harmonious knowledge of the human
being, of the world and of God, based upon the philosophical heritage
which is enduringly valid, yet taking into account currents of modern
philosophy” (no. 15)
•

Gravissimum educationis no. 10 Declaration on Education.

•

Paul VI Lumen Ecclesiae 20-11-1974

•

JPII cf. FR p 91 footnote 84 including Post-Synodal Exhortation Pastores
Dabo Vobis 25 March 1992; Veritatis Splendor 1993 no. 110

• CIC 1983 Cn 252 students of dogmatic theology are to have St Thomas in
particular for their teacher.

Authority of St Thomas Aquinas in the
teaching of philosophy and theology
• After VCII: Catholic faculties are impoverished by a reduced importance given
not just to Scholastic philosophy but to philosophy itself.
• Reasons – much contemporary philosophy has abandoned metaphysical
study of ultimate human questions;
• -misunderstanding about the value of “human sciences.” When VCII stressed
the positive value of scientific research and the use of human sciences by
theologians it did not mean philosophy should be marginalised or put
something in its place in pastoral formation and in the praeparatio fidei –
interest in inculturation of the faith, study of traditions should go hand in
hand with philosophical enquiry.

Risks for philosophy and philosophical teaching
when methodology and educational approach are
flawed
• Flawed methodology – philosophy is impoverished as it no longer addresses the ultimate
questions – scientism, pragmatism, nihilism, postmodernism (FR 88-91).
• Flawed educational approach(es) – e.g. truth within pupils – “noble savage” of Rousseau.
This is erroneous as we need to learn truth from others – our mind before education is in
potency to learn but needs to be put into act. We need to perfect our faculties – intellect
and will – through virtues – good operative habits.

• Subjectivism – our pride prevents us from accepting reality. We want to create reality –
“You will be like gods”- human decision on what is good and what is evil. “a concept of
democracy which is not founded upon any reference to unchanging values … Moreover,
anthropology itself is severely compromised by a one-dimensional vision of the human
being, a vision which excludes the great ethical dilemmas and the existential analyses of
the meaning of suffering and sacrifice, of life and death” (FR 89) In the intellectual sphere
- immanentism – rationalism – mind creates reality.

THE GREAT PHILOSOPHICAL AREAS

Brief description of the philosophical
disciplines
• Metaphysics

• The study of Being as being.
• Philosophy of nature
• Metaphysical study of material (corporeal) beings – whether inanimate or living
• Philosophical anthropology
• Metaphysics of human beings, as we know composed of both corporeal and spiritual
elements.
• Ethics
• Also called moral philosophy – looks at goodness of human acts. Whether they direct the
person towards his/her purpose or end.
• Logic
• Studies our mental processes to make sure they are correct & lead to truth.

Importance of historical knowledge
when studying philosophy
• As part of philosophy we study history of philosophy – which is important
because many of the approaches are understood better in the light of history.
• History of philosophy is not simply a collection of the statements of
philosophers. In order to understand a philosopher we need to consider how
he poses the problems and how he sets out to solve them and this is already
philosophy. Philosophers themselves consider the solutions of earlier
philosophers and this can affect their approach.
• It is possible to exaggerate the importance of historical factors in philosophy
e.g. reduce philosophy to examining different solutions given by philosophers
throughout the centuries.

